
RED is a power color. It 
conveys excitement and 
urgency, which is why it works 
well on call-to-action buttons.

GREEN is associated with nature, tranquility, 
growth, and harmony. It is also 
associated with money and 
wealth, and for that reason, 
it can be effective for financial 
calls-to-action. 

BLUE symbolizes security and 
trust, making it useful for website 
headlines and information in 
financial aid brochures.  Blue is 
commonly used in business communications 
and presentations.

PURPLE conveys wisdom. It is 
associated with royalty, which 
makes it a useful color to use 
when communicating about 
history and traditions. 

YELLOW, the color of sunshiny optimism, 
is an eye-grabber. When we see words 
highlighted in yellow, we assume the 
information is important. 
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BEYOND INQUIRY 
GENERATION:

FOR YEARS, enrollment professionals have thought of Student 

Search as merely an “out of funnel” experience, whereby 

suspects are converted to prospects/inquiries for purposes of 

recruitment. What if Student Search could be used for more than 

just prospecting? What if you were able to use the data collected 

at the Search stage to drive intel deeper in the funnel? What if 

Student Search could help inform a strategy that could be applied 

across campus — even through the freshman-year experience?  

Would you be more likely to get additional funding, or be less 

likely to have your Search budget cut if it could also help retention and student learning outcomes? 

If this sounds interesting, join us for an interactive session on Student Search as an SEM tool.

How to Use Student Search as an SEM Tool

Presented by JACQUELYN D. ELLIOTT, Ed.D., President, enrollmentFUEL

Dr. Elliott has over 30 years of experience in Strategic Enrollment Management. 

Prior to joining enrollmentFUEL as president, she was chief enrollment officer 

at three schools and is a subject matter expert on all aspects of enrollment and 

Student Search. She speaks nationally on these topics and was recently presented 

with AACRAO’s 2019 Award of Excellence in International Education for her global 

contributions. Please contact Dr. Elliott at jacqui.elliott@enrollmentfuel.com. 
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The Brain and Color

For more information on using 
design strategies to improve 
Student Search campaigns, 
contact Dr. Jacquelyn D. Elliott.

ORANGE is all about stimulation 
and energy. It stands out, even at a 
distance, which is why orange is the 
color of life jackets. 

BROWN connects to the earth. It symbolizes 
strength and reliability. Brown brick 
buildings in photos are a way to 
bring brown into communication 
materials when brown is not part 
of your brand’s palette.  

BLACK evokes a sense of power, authority, 
and sophistication. One way to 
communicate importance and 
authority is by using a solid black 
box with white, reverse type.

WHITE is the absence of color. Often, 
designers recommend “white 
space” to convey openness or the 
feeling that you have a blank slate 
with the opportunity to create. 

When it comes to branding, color selection is both art and science. 
Choices communicate information related to your institution’s personality. 
Though color’s meaning is usually processed at a subconscious level, 
it still influences preferences and actions. 


